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The invariance principle of scattering theory is proved under certain rate- 
of-convergence conditions. As a consequence we obtain an invariance principle 
in the case of potential scattering with potentials V(x) satisfying 
(1 + ( x \)a V(x) E &(Ra) for some S > 0. 
1. SUMMARY OF RESULTS AND HEURISTIC DISCUSSION 
Let H1 and H, be two self-adjoint operators on a separable Hilbert 
space Z with inner product (u, v). Denote by Hk,ac, k = 1,2, the 
spectrally absolutely continuous part of Hk , i.e., the part of Hk in 
the space Zk,ac of absolute continuity for Hk , and let Pk , k = 1,2, 
be the orthogonal projection on #k,ac . The generalized wave operators 
IV, = W,(H, , HI) are defined by the strong limits 
WJH, , HI) = ~GG$II eitHzemitHIPl (1.1) 
when they exist (cf. [9, Chapter Xl). Also, for suitable real-valued 
functions y(q), define 
W*(tp(H,), v(H,)) = $II eitpP(H2)e-im@‘~)Pl . (1.2) 
The invariance principle of scattering theory says that the wave 
operators JWP(H& dW d o not depend on y for a large class of 
functions v. As stated by Kato and Kuroda in [lo]: “It would be 
nice if the existence of IV&H, , H1) implied the existence of 
J+‘&Wd9 rp(W) and th e invariance principle. However, this has 
not been shown in general.” In [7], using time-dependent methods, 
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Kato proved the invariance principle under the condition that 
V E Ha - HI be a trace-class operator (see also [2, 91). More 
recently, Kato and Kuroda [8, 10, 111 have used stationary state 
methods to obtain some new sufficient conditions for the existence, 
completeness, and invariance of the wave operators. 
In this paper we use a time-dependent method to prove the invari- 
ance principle. We do not assume H2 - HI is of trace class; instead, 
we require a certain rate of convergence in the limit (1.1). We establish 
the invariance principle in some situations for which it was not previ- 
ously known. In particular, for the case HI = -A, H, = --A + V(x), 
where d is a self-adjoint extension of the Laplacian operator, we 
show that the invariance holds under only slightly stronger assump- 
tions than Cook’s existence theorem [4]. (Cook shows that 
V(x) E Ps(Rs) is sufficient for IV, to exist.) 
Our methods and results can be extended (see [18]) to non-self- 
adjoint operators on a Banach space, by use of a generalized form of 
the functional calculus introduced in [5, 61 (see also [l, 151). In the 
present work, however, we restrict our attention to the self-adjoint 
case, which can be presented somewhat more simply, and which 
includes the examples of principal physical interest. 
In Section 2 we prove some preliminary lemmas and then give our 
general invariance theorem. In Section 3 we specialize the general 
theory of Section 2 to obtain some more easily verifiable sufficient 
conditions for the invariance principle, and then we apply them to 
a potential scattering example. A discussion of our results and their 
relationship to existing results is given in Section 4. 
2. A GENERAL INVARIANCEPRINCIPLE 
Suppose that the function r+(q) satisfies the following assumption 
(cf. [lo, Eq. (6.2)] and [9, Lemma X-4.61). 
ASSUMPTION CZ. +(7j) is a real-valued, Bore! measurable function on 
R 3 (- cq co) suck that 
for any w(rl) E -%W- 
Remark 1. In particular, assumption a is satisfied [9, Lemma X- 
4.61 if the interval (- co, co) can be divided into a finite number of 
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subintervals in such a way that in each open subinterval, $(A) is 
differentiable with $‘(A) continuous, locally of bounded variation, 
and positive. 
Define the wave operators IV, = W.(H, , Hr) and W,(~(H,), v(Hr)) 
by the strong limits (1.1) and (1.2), respectively. For ur , uz E Z define 
the two Hilbert-space-valued (Z-valued) functions f(t) and I(t) by 
and 
f(t) = f(t; H, , Hl , u, , UJ E ebitHeu, - e-‘tH1u1 , (2-l) 
I(t) = f(t; p(H,), p(Hl), u, , ul) = emitmCHa)uz - e-‘tm(Hl)ul , (2.2) 
respectively. 
Alternative formulations for the limits (1.1) and (1.2) are provided 
by the following two lemmas. In the remainder of this paper we shall 
consider ordy the case t --f + co since the case t -+ -co is entirely 
similar. 
LEMMA 1. W+ exists if and only if for each u1 E && there exists a 
u2 E =c%‘~,~(u, = W+u,) such that 
IIf(t; H2, HI, ~2, udll-+ 0 (2.3) 
mt++co. 
Proof. The lemma follows from the equality 
II W+UI - e ‘%e-“~~luI Ij = /I e-itfbW+u, _ e-~~~lEll 1) 
for ffr E #r,, . That u2 = W+u, IS .Z?&, is proved in [9, Theorem X- 
3.21. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2. If for a given u1 E S,,,, there exists a u2 such that 
II Wtt = IIf(t; ‘p(H2h G-4), ~2 > udll + 0 (2.4) 
as t --t + co, then W+(T(H,), rp(H,))u, exists and equals u2 . 
Proof. The lemma follows by multiplication from the left by 
the unitary operator eiiq(%) inside the norm in (2.4). Q.E.D. 
Combining the above two lemmas, we see that the invariance 
principle will be proved if it can be shown that the existence of 
u2 = W+u, for ur E Sr,,, impfies that I(t) = f (t; dH2), cp(K), u2 , ul) 
converges to zero as t --t + co. In order to state a sufficient condition 
for this to be true, we need to introduce an additional assumption 
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(hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1) on the S-valued functionf(t). First, 
we give two definitions and three lemmas. 
DEFINITION 1. If the #-valued functions h(t) and R(q) satisfy 
the relation 
where the integral is a Bochner integral, then we say that f2 is the 
s-Fourier transform (or strong Fourier transform) of h, and h is the 
inverse s-Fourier transform of A. 
Most of the properties of classical scalar-valued Fourier transforms 
carry over to strong Fourier transforms. In particular, we shall need 
to use the following Riemann-Lebesgue lemma for s-Fourier trans- 
forms. It can be proved by essentially the same argument as the 
scalar-valued case. 
LEMMA 3. Let h(v) be the s-Fourier transform of the Z-valued 
function h(k) d pp an su ose that )I h(& E gl(R). Then h(t) is strongly 
continuous, and 11 h(f)// -+ 0 as 1 [ I --f a. 
The next lemma is a minor generalization of Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Let v(h) b e a real-valued strictly increasing function on 
(- co, a~) which ispiecewise difkrentiable, with v,‘(X) 2 0, and q’(h) = 0 
on a set of Lebesgue measure zero. If the S-valued function g(h) is such 
that II g@)ll E -%(R), then 
s-lim t~f -1 e-itm(A)g(h) dh = 0. 
s (2.5) 
Proof. In the integral in (2.5) we let f = -y(h). Then 
s 
m 
e-dtq(“‘g(h) dh = 
s 
-m’-mo) eitch(f) d[ = I:m Eve ~(6) df, -m(m) 
where -&F) = g(q-‘( - 5))/q’(@(-- 0) and x(f) is the charac- 
teristic function of the interval (-cp( co), -y(- co)). However, 
II 49 x(k)ll E %@I since 
1-1 II 43 x(Oll df = j-l;;“’ II g(~-l(-E>)/~‘(~-l(-~))II d5 
s 
m 
= --m IlgO)ll dA < ~0. 
Therefore, the conclusion follows from Lemma 3. Q.E.D. 
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For v E tik,ac define 
III v Ill: = -z:tg, 4Ek(rlh W% (2.6) 
where Ek(q) is the spectral family of the self-adjoint operator Hk , 
k = 1,2. Let g1 be the dense subset of Si,,, defined by [9, p. 5421 
91 = {Ul E %,ac : Ill % /Ill < 4. (2.7) 
LEMMA 5. Let f (t) be dejked by (2.1) for all u1 E SI,ac, and assume 
that W+u, G ug exists. Then 
for any u1 E @L, and w E SF. Thus (f(t), w) E 2X2(R) for any u1 E SSI 
andwE=%. 
Proof. By [9, Lemma X-4.51, 
K = 1, 2. Also, since [9, Theorem X-3.21 
it follows that Ill ~2 Ill2 = Ill W+u, Ill2 = Ill ~1 IIL - 
Hence, (2.9) for K = 2 becomes 
s m l<e-i”H”u2 , w>12 dS G27r Ill 1 llif II w /12. (2.10) --m 
If 111 u1 lljl < cc, then inequality (2.8) follows from the triangle 
inequality for -K2 functions, (2.9) for k = 1, and (2.10). If (11 u1 ]/i d= 00, 
then (2.8) is obvious. Q.E.D. 
DEFINITION 2. Let K+(t) be a monotone, differentiable, real- 
valued function which vanishes for t < -1 and is identically equal 
to 1 for t > 0. Let K-(t) E 1 - K+(t). 
THEOREM 1 (INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE). Let f(t) and I(t) be defined 
by (2.1) and (2.2), respectively, and let S81 C SI,ac be de$ned by (2.7). 
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Suppose that 9(q) satisfies A ssumption LT. Suppose there is a dense subset 
9 of gl with the properties: 
(i) each u1 E 9 belongs to [E,(m) - E1(-m)] 24& for some 
m = m(q) > 0, and 
(ii) fbr every u1 E 9 there exists a u2 E Z2,ae (ue = W+uJ such 
that the &-valued function f+(t) = K+(t) f (t) has an s-Fourier trans- 
form f+(v) with II 3+(4ll E-K(R). 
Then II Wll --t 0 as t -+ + co. In other words, W+(y5(H,), #(HI)) exists 
and equals W+(H, , HI). 
Proof. By hypothesis (ii) and Lemma 3, 
Then Lemma 1 implies that I&‘+(&. , HI) exists on the dense set 9. 
But since eitHle-i’HIPl is uniformly bounded in norm by one, IV+ 
exists on &. 
Let u1 E SS, and define ua = W+u, . By hypothesis (i), 
Ul E Lw4 - 4(-41 %.ac *
Then I+ = [E,(m) - l&(-m)] u1 . Also 
u2 = W+u, = L%(m) - &(-Ml u2 
by the intertwining relationship [9, p. 531, Eq. (3.12)]. Hence, the 
spectral representation of I(t) gives 
;vez f+ is given in hypothesis (ii), and define p(q) = p(q) - p+(q). 
27rl(t) = I’(t) + P(t), 
where 
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Now 11 I’(t)\\ 4 0 as t 3 + co by hypothesis (ii) and Lemma 4. 
Next we note that iff-(0 3 K-(of([), then 
f-(E) = f(5) --f+(5) = -&- J-1 e+ dW7), 
where the right-hand equality follows from the spectral representation 
of f(e) and hypothesis (ii). Also, for w E 8 and u1 E 9 C 9r 
by Lemma 5. It follows that (f-(t), w), and, hence, its Fourier 
transform d(p(s), w)/dq, is in 9s(R). 
For fixed t > 0, define R, E Ys(R) by 
and let 
be its Fourier transform. The Parseval formula for 9a functions gives 
for any w E zW 
V(O, w> = fin MC 7) d@-(7), 4 --m 
= s Co R&, 5) <f-(4), w> d4 -co 
Define 
s ’ = &(4 8) <f-(5), w> d5. --m 
c(Q2 = j-” I &de E)I” d5. 
-cc 
Then Schwa& inequality and (2.11) applied to (2.12) gives 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
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But Assumption a, with w(7) = 1 on [-m, m] and 0 otherwise, 
implies that am ---t 0 as t --+ + m. Thus, inequality (2.13) implies 
that 11 I”(t)// + 0 as t -+ + CO. Therefore, I(t) -+ 0 as t + +co. 
Q.E.D. 
Remark 2. By Lemma 3, hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1 implies 
that f+(t) is continuous, and goes strongly to zero as t -+ + co ; i.e., 
it implies that the wave operator W+(H, , Hi) exists. But since not 
every continuous Z-valued function that vanishes at +co has a 
Bochner integrable s-Fourier transform, hypothesis (ii) is somewhat 
more stringent than mere existence of IV+ . 
3. SUFFICIENT CONDITIONS FOR THE INVARIANCE PRINCIPLE 
Since hypothesis (ii) of Theorem 1 is not easy to verify for a par- 
ticular H1 , H, , it is desirable to know some simple sufficient condi- 
tions onf(t) for it to be satisfied. In this section we obtain some less 
general, but more applicable, invariance principle results. 
In order to obtain sufficient conditions for the hypotheses of Theo- 
rem 1, we need a Parseval relation for s-Fourier transforms. 
LEMMA 6. If h(q) is the s-Fourier transform of h(6) and 
II h(4)ll E -5339 then II &)I1 E %@I and 
(3.1) 
The proof is straightforward, using the Parseval formula for s2(R) 
and a complete orthogonal basis for X to expand R(q) and h(t). We 
omit the details. 
LEMMA 7. Suppose that the Z-valued function h( [) is differentiable, 
and satisjies 
(i) h(S) -+ 0 as I 4 I -+ ~0, 
(ii) II h(t)ll E -%W, and 
(iii) II h’(Oll E 933). 
Then h(q), the s-Fourier transform of h(f), is such that (1 h(v)11 E sl(R). 
Proof. Denote the s-Fourier transform of h’(f) by h,(q). Then 
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integrating by parts and using (i) yields &r(q) = -4$(r)). Thus, by 
Lemma 6 and (iii), 11 $(q)\] E .=&(R). We write 
The first integral on the right side of Eq. (3.2) is finite by Schwarz’ 
inequality, Lemma 6, and assumption (ii). The second integral on the 
right side of (3.2) is also finite by Schwarz’ inequality, since ( 77 1-l 
and 11 $(q)l/ are both square-integrable for / 7 1 > 1. Q.E.D. 
THEOREM 2. Let ~(7) satisfy Assumption 6Y. Suppose there exists 
a dense subset B of the set Ql defined by (2.7) with the properties: 
(i) each u1 E 9 belongs to [El(m) - &(-m)] 3fl,, for some 
m = m(ul) > 0, and 
(ii’) for every u1 E 9 there exists a u2 E #s,,C (uZ = W+u,) such 
that for some E > 0 
(1 u2 - eitHZeeitHlu, I/ = o(t-*-‘) (3.3) 
as t -+ co. Then W+(~(H.J, v(H,)) exists and equals W+(H, , Ill). 
Proof. Let f(t) and f+(t) be defined as in (2.1) and Theorem 1, 
respectively. Since Ilf(t)ll = O(t-+-C) by assumption (ii’), it follows 
immediately that f(t) --t 0 as t---t co and IIf+(t)ll E gs(R). Then 
W+(H, , HI) exists on 5@ and, hence, on X’. 
By hypothesis (i), if u1 E 9, then u1 is in the domain of I-II and 
H,u, E 9. Also, by the intertwining property, W+H, C Hal+‘+ [9, 
p. 5301. Hence, for ur E 9 and t > 0, 
/I $ f (2; f& , HI , W+U, , ul) 11 = 11 e-“tHeH,W+u, - emitHIHlu, [I 
= I/ e-“tH2W+Hlu, - evitHIHlul 11 
= llf(t; f&z 3 HI , W+Q, , Wdll. 
Also, the function K+(t) defined in Definition 2 has a derivative 
which is continuous with compact support. By hypotheses (i) and (ii’) 
we, therefore, conclude that 11 df+(t)/dt 11 E 6pz(R). 
We have shown that the hypotheses of Lemma 7 are satisfied by 
f+(t). Therefore, j’+(q), th 
II3’h)Il E -%W 
e s-Fourier transform off+(t), is such that 
Th e result then follows from Theorem 1. QED. 
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COROLLARY. Let q(r)) satisfy Assumption GE Suppose there exists a 
dense subset 9 of gl satisfying hypothesis (i) of Theorem 2. Suppose 
also that for u E 9 and t suficiently large, e&l% E D(H,) (the domain 
of Hz), (Hz - HI) e- it% is continuous in t, and for some E > 0 
as t -+ co. Then W+(v(H,), F(H,)) exists and equals W+(H, , HI). 
Proof. The hypotheses of the corollary imply that /(H, - HJe-i%lj 
is integrable on (to , co). Thus W+(H, , HI) exists [9, Theorem X-3.71. 
A simple computation shows that 
(cf. [9, p. 5331). Th e corollary now follows from Theorem 2 since 
(3.4) and (3.5) imply (3.3). Q.E.D. 
Remark 3. Comparing the above corollary with [9, Theorem 
X-3.71 we see that if 
I((H, - HI) e-itH1u 11 = O(P), (3.6) 
then the wave operators exist for y > 1 whereas, we have shown that 
the invariance principle holds for y > 3/2. 
To obtain the invariance principle for y > 1, we would need to 
improve Theorem 2 by requiring only O(t-c), for E > 0, on the right 
side of (3.3). S UC h an improvement is indeed possible, if it is known 
that, for some t, , 
s m ~0s vt II fP)lI dt to 
and 
s ao ~0s $ II f’Wll dtto 
converge conditionally as improper Riemann integrals. This is the 
case, in particular, if Ilf(t)ll and 11 f ‘(t)ll are monotone nonincreasing 
for t > t, . Then, if Ilf(t)ll and II f ‘(t)ll are O(F) as t -+ + CO, the 
proof of Titchmarsh’s Theorem 82 [16, p. 1131 shows that Ilf(t)ll and 
Ilf’(t)ll are equal, for t > t, , to functions gl(t) and ga(t), respectively, 
whose transforms &(v) and is(q) are in sP for 1 < p < l/( 1 - e). 
A modification of Lemma 7, using Holder’s inequality instead of 
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Schwa&, will again yield ii in Pi, and the invariance principle 
follows as in Theorem 2. 
EXAMPLE-POTENTIAL SCATTERING. We conclude this section by 
applying the corollary of Theorem 2 to the important special case 
A? = &(R3), 
HI = -A, H, = -A + V, v = V(x), (3.7) 
where d is a self-adjoint extension of the Laplacian and V(X) is a 
real-valued measurable function. Then Xi,,, = Z, and Hz is self- 
adjoint if VE gs(R3) + Zm(R3) [9]. 
In view of the corollary to Theorem 2, the main point is to prove 
that for u in some subset satisfying the conditions of the corollary, 
11 V(x) t?it*u jl = O(t+), 
as t --f co. It is well known that if V(X) E ,L42(R3), then 
(3.8) 
11 V(x) e% 11 = O(t-*) (3.9) 
for u in a dense subset of Z [9, p. 5341. In order to achieve the slight 
increase in the rate of decay which is called for by (3.8), it is sufficient 
to require a slight increase in the rate of decay of V(X) as ( x 1 + co. 
THEOREM 3. Let HI , H, be as in (3.7) where (1 + 1 x 1)&V(x) E ,542(R3) 
for some 6 > 0, and suppose v(r)) satisfies Assumption 0l. Then 
w*c?Xw~ 9wd) exist and are respectively equal to W+(H, , HI). 
Proof. As in the previous work, we prove the theorem only 
for t -+ fco. Let Y denote Schwartz’ space of C” functions of fast 
decrease with domain R3 [14]. Let 9 be the subset of Sp n zB~ con- 
sisting of functions whose Fourier transforms vanish identically in 
some neighborhood of infinity and in some neighborhood of the 
origin. It is easy to check that g is dense in Ts(R3), da = 9, and 
ei%Q = 9 C Y C D(H,). Also, for u E .$B there exists an m = m(u) > 0 
(e.g. choose m larger than the diameter of the support of the Fourier 
transform of u) such that u = [E,(m) - I?,(-m)]u. To prove (3.8), 
let k = (k, , k, , k,) be the coordinates in the transform domain, and 
let 
924 se s R3 eik%(x) dx 
denote the three-dimensional Fourier transformation of u. 
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WehaveforuEgandO<E< I, 
e%(x) = ~-l[exp(it(Ki2 + K22 + K32)}(%~)(K1 , K, , k3)] 
= ~-‘KM2V expW12 + k22 + ~32))(4~2~,)-~ (Fu>(kl , A2 , k3)]. 
Since u E 2, & = (k,k,ka)-6 su is in Sp. Then w(x) = 9-G is in Y. 
Now, T’exp(itv2) is the one-dimensional Fourier transform of 
Ct-f(l+s) exp (& 
1 ( 
D, ,_$,, 
1 
for an appropriate constant C [3, 740.21, where D, is the parabolic 
cylinder function, which satisfies 
D,(z) N exp( - %x2) zf 
for 1 z 1 -+ co and 1 arg x 1 < 3n/4 [ 17, Section 16.51. Therefore, 
] ei%(x)l < Clt-g(l+‘) s R3 I D,‘RWVx - r>l dy, 
where D,j = D,(-~J(-22it)‘/~), j = 1, 2, 3, and C, is a constant. 
Thus, we obtain 
) e%(x)) ,< 1 
C2t-*(l+‘) ] x /a<, / x 1 > 1 
C2t-Q(l+d, IxI<l 1 
(3.10) 
for t > 1 and C, a constant. 
Choosing E = 6/3, it follows that if (1 + / x I)” V(x) E .&(Rs), then 
(3.8) is valid for u E 9. Q.E.D. 
COROLLARY. Let HI , H2 be as in (3.7), and suppose ~(7) satisfies i 
Assumption a. If V(x) = O(l x 1-y) for some y > 3J2 as j x 1 -+ co, 
then ~&PWJ~ dW exist and are respectively equal to W,(H, , HI). 
Remark 4. (a) It was proved by Cook [4] that the wave operators 
exist for HI and H, defined by (3.7) if V(x) E &(R3). Theorem 3 
shows that the slightly stronger assumption (1 + 1 x 1)” V(x) E .Zs(R*) 
is sufficient to also have the invariance principle. 
(b) A similar, but more straightforward, modification of the 
estimate (3.9) is used in the proof of [9, Theorem X-3.91 to obtain (3.8) 
for E < 0. Unfortunately, the simpler method in [9] does not appear 
to work in the case E > 0 (if E’ denotes the parameter E used in [9], 
then the estimate in [9] would have to be modified to allow f’ > 1). 
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4. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Previous invariance principle results have been of two types, those 
which are based on a trace-class assumption [2,7,9], and those which 
are proved by time-independent methods [8, 10, 111. In both cases 
a consequence of the assumptions is that the wave operators exist 
and are complete. In contrast, the methods of this paper do not rely 
on the completeness of the wave operators and may actually be 
applicable to noncomplete wave operators. 
If 2 = LXJRs), Hi = --d, and H2 = --d + V, where 
for some S > 0, then Theorem 3 shows that the invariance principle 
holds. This is an improvement on the power S over previous results. 
In particular, Kuroda [I l] proved the invariance and completeness 
under assumptions ([I 1, (3.4)-(3.6)]) which include the condition 
(1 + I x I)” J+) E gp(Rn), w h eren>3,1 <p<coandS>l-p-l 
(see also [8] for the case p = co). A recent paper of Schechter and 
Bulka [13] extends Kuroda’s result to the case S > 1 - 2n/(n + 1)~. 
Whenp = 2 and n = 3 this requires S > (l/4). 
On the other hand, our results do not apply if p # 2, and we do 
not recapture the interesting result that (1 + 1 x 1)” V(X) E -!Za(R”) 
with S > 1 is sufficient for both invariance and completeness. It 
follows that if the potential V(X) satisfies a rate-of-decay condition of 
the form 
V(x) = O(l x 1-q (4.1) 
as 1 x 1 -+ co, then the results of [8, 11, 131 require only that y > 1, 
while our corollary to Theorem 3 requires y > (3/2). It is possible 
that our more general Theorems 1 and 2 do include the case y > 1, 
but this has yet to be shown. A recent paper of Martin and Misra [12] 
shows that a necessary and sufficient condition for the difference of 
the resolvents of H1 and Hz to be a trace-class operator is that y > 3 
in Eq. (4.1). Consequently, the invariance principle results based on 
a trace-class assumption [2, 7, 91 apparently require y > 3. 
Finally, the methods and results of this paper may be applicable 
to proving an invariance principle (1) for the modified wave operators 
of long-range interactions such as that of the Coulomb potential, 
(2) if N particles interact to produce a multichannel problem, (3) if HI 
is a relativistic Hamiltonian, or (4) if HI or H, is not self-adjoint (see 
[18]). An investigation of these and other applications is being made. 
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